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We have developed a light, compact and easy to install
device which monitors the movement of the weights
(BWMD). It features a charge-less battery for up to 5 years
continuous operation (depending of the frequency of
transmission)

The BWMD monitors the movement of the weight up and
down, and the ambient temperature continously. It logs all
data onto our online server platform, YelCloud.  This is whre
the temperature and movement data is stored and recipients
are set-up to receive alarm triggers when the device exceeds
pre-determined movement.

The server continously transmits reliable data from our cloud
based environment that is available online or via app.  

24/7 remote access to the
equipment in the field, removing

the need to send engineers.

Super lightweight design for a
quick and easy installation, that
can be completed in 10 mins. 

Solutions tailored to your
individual needs. 

Data sheet

YELYEL
Balance Weight Monitor

What is it?

Key features & benefits:

Long lasting battery (up to 5
years) Less trackside

maintenance is required. 

Readily available App to locate and
measure all your BWM's on the go

and get real-time data.

Multi asset management
system.
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Call us and order over the phone
or email a Purchase order to
sales@yeltech.com

Data sheet

Fixed termination lines will expand during hot weather, reducing the tension in sections of the OLE environment. This
can then  lead to a risk of passing trains damaging the contact wire, eventually leading to dewirements and
significant delays to services on the network . Losing out on time and money. 

This currently needs to be manually measured (often during certain weather conditions)  which creates additional
Risk with Boots on Ballast.

THE PROBLEM

Using RADAR Technology 
Measures both the X & Y Axis of the structure, & temperature 
Light weight unit 
Compact 
Easy to install (in under 10 Seconds!!) 
Alerts sent to Phone / eMail 
3 to 5 Years Continuous battery Use (Depending on Frequency
of Transmission) 
Easy to use Secure Cloud Dashboard to Analyse Data for
Preventative maintenance 
Available on all devices 
24/7 Operation

Technical Bit

After you have bought it

Service & Calibration
Yeltech would recommend that the BWM is sent back for a
health check and re-calibration each year.

Technical Assistance
Yeltech are available to provide assistance for the BWM be it
problem solving or operational training. Yeltech are also available
to visit your depot and carry out training for your employees.

How to buy it?


